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Terminologies and databases are necessary to cope with
the increasing number of blood group alleles. Currently,
the international society of blood transfusion (ISBT)
allele terminology is widely used but it has weaknesses
in special situations due to the linkage of allele name and
serology. This commentary discusses the current status
of nomenclatures and derives conclusions for database
organization for blood group genotyping.
Background
In 1986, for the first time the nucleotide sequence of
a gene underlying a blood group system, glycophorin
A, was identified (1). Interest in molecular blood group
determination really started off when the nucleotide
structures of the genes underlying the ABO (2) and RH
system (3,4) were identified in 1990. Within a few years
after the identification of the main alleles, the molecular
basis of variant alleles like A2 (5), A3 and B3 (6) for ABO
and D category VI (7) for RH were published. In the
following years, the number of known variant alleles
exploded. Several databases were developed to present
the accrued data on these alleles, and recently the ISBT
decided to develop a database of blood group alleles. In this
commentary, both the need for such databases as well as
possible limitations and arising problems are discussed.
The need for a standardized terminology
Initially, authors usually named the alleles discovered by
them according to the phenotype of the samples investigated,
often complemented by a sample code. If several different
alleles were associated with the same phenotype, they started
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to number them. Obviously, such procedure was likely to
generate ambiguities, because different authors could use
the same designation for different alleles: For example, the
terms “h1” to “h5” to describe non-functional FUT1-alleles
were both used by Wagner and Flegel (8) in the March
1997 issue of Transfusion and by Kaneko et al. (9) in the
July 1997 issue of Blood. Both publications appeared almost
simultaneous, and the same designations indicated different
alleles depending on the publication (Table 1). An even more
confusing example is the naming of alleles underlying the D
category V phenotype, because in this case two allele listings
accessible in the internet—BGMUT (11) and the Human
RhesusBase (12,13)—used different numberings: for example,
the allele originally described as DVa (Hus) (14) was dubbed
DVa 4 in BGMUT and DV type 2 in RhesusBase.
The ISBT allele nomenclature
To prevent such confusion, the ISBT decided to devise
a blood group allele nomenclature. The Red Cell
Immunogenetics and Blood Group Terminology working
party was mandated to define rules for naming and establish
listings for each blood group system. In 2010, a draught
of the nomenclature rules was presented in the Berlin
meeting (15), and the first lists of alleles were published.
Key features of this nomenclature included (16):
 The allele names started with a gene symbol
derived from the blood group name (with
exceptions for blood group systems based on more
than one gene), followed by an asterisk.
 The names were grouped starting with more
general information to allow designations for
partially characterized alleles.
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Table 1 Parallel description of FUT1 alleles “h1” to “h5”
Original designation

Nucleotide change

Protein change

Current ISBT name

Reference

h1

c.1047G > C

W349C

FUT1*01N.17

(8)

h1

c.695G > A

Trp232Ter

FUT1*01N.08

(9)

h2

c.[461A>G;474A>G;954T>A]

Tyr154Cys

FUT1*01N.02

(8)

h2

c.990delG

Pro331GlnfsTer6

FUT1*01W.20

(9)

h3

c.776T > A

Val259Glu

FUT1*01N.10

(8)

h3

c.721T > C

Tyr241His

FUT1*01W.14

(9)

h4

c.513G > C

Trp171Cys

FUT1*01N.04

(8)

h4

c.442G > T

Asp148Tyr

FUT1*01W.04

(9)

h5

c.944C > T

Ala315Val

FUT1*01N.14

(8)

h5

c.[460T>C;1042G>A]

Tyr154His, Glu348Lys

FUT1*01W.05.02 (9); allele described previously (10)

ISBT, international society of blood transfusion.

The nomenclature focused on alleles relevant
to transfusion medicine and did not necessarily
include alleles irrelevant to transfusion medicine.
 Phenotypes and alleles could be listed in more than
one place.
 Silent changes of the nucleotide sequence were
disregarded.
 The phenotype encoded by the alleles was the
key determinate of the naming, for example ABO
null alleles were listed as O alleles even if their
molecular structure was more similar to A than to
the frequent O alleles.
 References were not included in the published
allele listings, because these were linked in dbRBC.
In the following years, the ISBT allele nomenclature
gained general acceptance and is currently regarded as gold
standard for naming alleles.


Limitations of the ISBT allele nomenclature
While the ISBT allele nomenclature was devised in a way
that was adapted to the state of molecular analysis at that
time, some of the decisions turned out to have a downside,
as discussed in the following paragraphs:
Antigen recombination impedes meaningful antigen-based
allele names
The intention to allow naming of the alleles with
incomplete data works just for the main SNV defining
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the “major” antithetical antigens of a blood group system.
If there are more SNV of relevance, naming is getting
complicated or even impossible.
For example, in the Kell blood group system, there
are three pairs of antithetical antigens of general interest:
K/k, Kp a/Kp b and Js a/Js b. These are defined by SNV at
positions c.578, c.841 and c.1790, respectively. Since K/k
is the most important antigen pair, all K positive alleles are
designated as KEL*01.x while the k positive alleles are listed
as KEL*02.x (17). Obviously, testing the SNV at c.578 will
discriminate KEL*01 from KEL*02 alleles. Antigen Kpa
(K3) usually occurs on a k background in the KEL*02.03
allele, sometimes the same antigen is found in a K context
defining the KEL*01.03 allele. As a result, demonstrating
c.841T indicates that the allele is Kpa positive but leaves it
undecided whether the allele is KEL*02.03 or KEL*01.03.
Happily, Js a (K6) is usually found in a k-context in the
KEL*02.06 allele. Thus, correlating antigen and allele
numbers is challenging but works as long as there are not
too much recombinations.
A much more difficult example is the Knops blood group
system. Here, the “main” allele KN*01 carries the Kn a
(Kn1), McCa (Kn3), Kn4, Kn8 and probably DACY antigens
defined by p.Val1561, p.Lys1590, p.Arg1601, p.Ser1610
(together with p.Arg1601) and p.His1208, respectively (18).
Alleles with the antithetical antigens are designated KN*02
(encoding for Knb instead of Kna), KN*01.06 (McCb instead
of McCa), KN*01.07 (KN7 rather than KN4), KN*01.−08
(lacking Kn8), KN*01.−09 (lacking Kn9) and KN*01.−05
(lacking Yka = Kn5 defined by p.Thr1408). However, only
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the positions 1561 to 1610 are closely linked, while there are
recombinations between this block and position 1408 and
between positions 1208 and 1408 (19). The p.Thr1408Met
substitution defining the Kn:−5 phenotype usually occurs
on a standard KN*01 background leading to the KN*01.−05
allele, but sometimes it occurs in a KN*01.−08 background
leading to a yet unnamed allele. Furthermore, the
KN*01.−05 allele occurs both in conjunction with p.1208His
and p.1208Arg. The p.1208 polymorphism is the target of
a relevant number of antibodies in the Knops blood group
system (19), but obviously it is difficult to find useful allele
names for samples in which only this polymorphism has
been tested.
Serology as primary key of the allele name is sensitive to
serologic uncertainties
The primary focus on transfusion relevance, antigens
and phenotype induces difficulties to name alleles with
inconsistent or incomplete serologic information. For
example, the RHD alleles include separate lists for normal
and partial phenotypes (RHD*01= standard RHD to
RHD*62), alleles with weak D expression (RHD*01W.01
to RHD*01W.145), DEL phenotype (RHD*01EL.01 to
RHD*01EL.46), D negative phenotypes (RHD*01N.01 to
RHD*01N.78) (20). With the increasing use of molecular
methods, the serologic description of many alleles is “D
positive yet peculiar phenotype”. Should such alleles get an
RHD*x, RHD01W.x or RHD01EL.x designation? Even with
better characterization, borderline alleles may appear as weak
D or DEL depending on the methods used; and sometimes
the partial D phenotype is disputed. Since the numbers are
counted separately for each phenotype, moving an allele from
one list to another is impossible without assigning a new
number. A similar situation exists in the ABO system, the
c.802G>A substitution vastly disrupts A transferase activity
leading to an “O” phenotype (21) with a minimal residual A
activity that can be demonstrated in expression models and
is testified by an often weak anti-A isoagglutinine (22). This
mutation is present in ABO*O02.x alleles and in ABO*Aw08
(as well as ABO*Bw18). The classification of these alleles as
Aw or O may be a matter of taste.
Silent polymorphisms may be important
While the omission of silent changes is correct regarding
the expected antigens, sometimes such changes are of
relevance for the clustering of alleles. For example, a silent
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SNV at position c.357 (23) is of importance for grouping
the FUT2 alleles in several populations. However, as silent
SNV it is disregarded in the ISBT allele names for FUT2.
Users need references
The omission of references temporarily became a problem
when dbRBC was taken offline. However, this limitation is
easily overcome by adding this information.
Possible solutions for the limitations
Silent polymorphisms could easily be integrated without
changing the whole naming process, and the references
are already added in the new allele tables. In contrast,
the problems with antigen recombination and discrepant
serologic descriptions are inherent to the allele naming
approach selected by the ISBT and cannot be overcome
without abandoning the current ISBT allele names. Most
likely, such step would incur more confusion than the
current limitations. Nevertheless, it is obvious that any
attempt to group allele names by criteria not derived from
the molecular structure may lead to difficulties. Therefore,
in a database the primary key should not reflect serology
but such data should be added as additional fields.
The importance of allele databases.
In 1999, the first listings of blood group alleles appeared
in the Blood Group Mutation database (now offline) (11),
and the Human RhesusBase (www.rhesusbase.info)
(12,13). More than ten years later, the first allele tables
were shown at the ISBT website (https://www.isbtweb.
org/working-parties/red-cell-immunogenetics-and-bloodgroup-terminology). Since then, many resources list blood
group alleles: Erythrogene (www.erythrogene.com/) (24),
BloodAntigens (bloodantigens.com/cgi-bin/a/a.fpl) (25);
Rheference (www.rheference.org) (26). In addition, the
National Center for Blood Group Genomics maintains
RHCE tables (www.bloodgroupgenomics.org/rhce/
rhce-table). These databases get increasingly important
for automated analysis of sequencing or next generation
sequencing data, as several tools are available: bloodtyper
(25,27), BOOGIE (28), RBCeq (29).
What is an allele?
Obviously, the central part of a blood group allele database
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is a table with alleles. While this answer seems obvious,
the question what defines an allele is far from trivial. In
early days of molecular analysis, characterization was
sometimes based on testing a few SNV only. For many
years, the standard of characterizing ABO alleles consisted
of sequencing exons 6 and 7 only, disregarding any changes
in exons 1 to 5. While such characterization would be
considered incomplete nowadays, the information on the
relation with the phenotypes is out there, and the balancing
act is how to deal with such incomplete yet important
information.
As silent changes are neglected by the ISBT
nomenclature, the ISBT alleles are effectively defined by
the protein sequence. Most current publications include the
full exon sequence, often with exon-near intron sequences,
and possibly most current transfusion specialists would
consider this characterization as a characterization of an
allele. However, full genomic sequences are increasingly
becoming available, and it is likely that in the future a
full allele characterization is expected to include the full
genomic sequence of the allele (30-32), or in case of RH
and MNS, even of the full haplotype.
Obviously, it is easy to derive the less detailed
descriptions from the more detailed ones. However,
many data have been accumulated based on less detailed
descriptions, and it is a balancing act for a database to deal
with such data while allowing analyses based on the most
detailed allele definition available. Possibly, the data model
should include a hierarchical approach dealing with several
levels of details and defining a possible inheritance between
the more and less detailed descriptions.
Possible scope of allele information
One major intent of an allele database is the possibility
to identify an allele and to get its name or designation.
For many years, the ISBT allele listing just gave this
information: the mutations, the name and a very imprecise
phenotype description. Nevertheless, this bundled
information was extremely important to enhance the
communication between scientists who could now indicate
alleles in a readable way rather than referring to long
molecular structures or self-invented names.
The next important information are the references,
which were initially omitted in the ISBT allele listings
but are currently added. The availability of references is
extremely helpful for scientists, as they can easily access
additional information on a defined allele. Even the oldest
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allele listings like the Blood Group Mutation database (11)
and the Human RhesusBase (12) included references for
these alleles.
Other information of pertinent interest includes a
phenotypic characterization of the allele regarding different
antigens (normal, weakened or absent expression), the
frequency of this allele in different populations, clinical
observations (immunization, disease association) correlated
with the allele. Often, direct evidence is lacking, but
structural models may predict them.
Web frontend and querying
Usually, the users communicate with an allele database by a
web frontend. Older listings were simple lists of alleles (e.g.,
the “old” ISBT allele tables), or listings of alleles linked to
descriptions of the alleles (e.g., the Human RhesusBase).
For several blood group systems, the Blood Group
Mutation database allowed to depict the alleles as excel files
giving a rapid overview. More modern frontends as used
in Erythrogene and Rheference allow searching for alleles
by name, SNV or gene. The detailed information is often
enriched with information on phenotype, frequency, or
haplotype association. Very detailed information is given by
Rheference, the Human RhesusBase and the Blood group
genomics RHCE tables.
These features are becoming increasingly important,
and the choice of a suitable programming framework for
the frontend is an important for the programming efforts
needed to generate a user-friendly frontend. Likewise, the
expectations and needs of the users might differ between
user groups and applications (identification of alleles of
known serology, prediction of serology from sequencing
data, analysis of results obtained with commercial test kits)
and should be investigated, e.g., by surveys.
Data entry
Another crucial topic of an allele database is data entry.
While the quality of this feature is invisible for the user,
it is essential for the quality of the data in the database.
Information in publications is usually not structured, and
artificial intelligence analysis of publications are not yet
in use. When the first alleles were described, they were
usually not submitted to a nucleotide database but just
mentioned in the publication. For some blood group
systems, the counting of the nucleotides has been changed
making the correct alignment of such descriptions to
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modern sequences laborious. Even if sequences have
been deposited in nucleotide databases, the description of
serologic features is insufficiently standardized. Sometimes,
sequence information has been found to be incorrect most
likely because authors did not submit original sequences but
edited a template, leading to series of incorrect alleles if the
template contained an error.
Nowadays, the number of alleles described is
painstakingly high, and the time needed to enter the data
into the database is a limiting factor, because the specialists
are often involved in other projects and have only limited
time for data entry. Thus, when a new blood group allele
database is designed, its ultimate fate will most likely
depend on versatile options helping the curators to spend
their time on important decisions rather than manually
entering the data.
Summary and conclusions
A standardized blood group allele nomenclature is necessary
to prevent ambiguities. For an allele database, the primary
key should not depend on serology. A major challenge for
the data model is the different level of allele characterization
in different publications that might best be coped with by a
hierarchical allele model. Besides information structuring,
a user-friendly web front-end and a curator-friendly data
entry support will be key factors for the success of a blood
group allele database.
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